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CHRISTMAS 2018 
If the thought of Christmas fills you with trepidation & you are overwhelmed with the 
thought of it all (or even if you’re not), come in to the Barnes Bookshop to savour the rich 
crop of new books for adults & children - as well as stationery & toys.  Let our 
knowledgeable staff help you to make the choices easier, so you can enjoy the season 

LIVES & LETTERS 

 
ANDREW ROBERTS    Churchill: Walking with Destiny   (1152pp) £35 
Magisterial, fresh reappraisal, drawing on new sources including King George VI’s diaries   

BEN MACINTYRE    The Spy and the Traitor   (384pp) £25 
Oleg Gordievsky, double agent, & his daring escape from Soviet Russia 

PATRICK LEIGH FERMOR  More Dashing  (480pp) £30 
Further letters from the late lamented traveller, writer & social darling with a zest for life 

RICHARD HARRIES    Haunted by Christ   (352pp) £19.99 
How struggles with faith inform the works of the great poets & writers of the modern age  

EDWIN MULLINS    In Search of Art: Adventures and Discoveries   (272pp) £12.99 
The art critic & journalist on some of the eccentric characters he has encountered 

DAVID ATTENBOROUGH    Journeys to the Other Side of the World   (432pp) £25 
Further adventures of the young naturalist, determined to record nature in a new way 

ALAN JOHNSON    In My Life: A Music Memoir   (320pp) £16.99 
Fourth dimension to ‘This Boy’: the politician’s  love of music from Bing to the Beetles  

MICHAEL CAINE    Blowing the Bloody Doors Off   (304pp) £20 
Veteran actor shares his stories, insights & life lessons garnered over his eighty-five years  
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ROGER DALTREY    Thanks a Lot Mr Kibblewhite: My Story   (352pp) £20 
Front man of The Who on ‘My Generation’, ‘Tommy’, fights, arrests, survival & success 

MARK LOGUE    The King’s War   (320pp)  £20 
What happened after ‘The King’s Speech’: George VI & speech therapist Lionel Logue 

KENNETH ROSE    Who’s In, Who’s Out: Journals Vol I  (640pp) £30 
Wry & amusing, the journals of the Royal biographer & historian: 1944-1979  

BILL CUNNINGHAM    Fashion Climbing: A New York Life   (256pp) £16.99 
From milliner to celebrated fashion journalist: a memoir of those heady Manhattan days 

JUDITH CHERNAIK    Schumann: The Faces and the Masks   (352pp) £20 
Drawing on unpublished archival material, a fresh interpretation of the man & his music  

JANE GLOVER    Handel in London   (448pp) £25 
How a twenty-seven year old composer arrived in London in 1712 – & never left 

TRACY BORMAN    Henry VIII and the Men who Made Him   (512pp)  £25 
The King’s changeable temper towards the men whom he trusted & then often destroyed  

DIARMAID MACCULLOCH    Thomas Cromwell: A Life   (752pp) £30 
The self-confessed ‘ruffian’ whose actions in England & Ireland reverberate with us still  

KATE HUBBARD    Devices and Desires   (384pp) £20 
Life & architectural achievements of Bess of Hardwick including her original Chatsworth 

ANNA BEER    Patriot or Traitor   (336pp) £18.99 
Life of Sir Walter Ralegh: writer, explorer, patriot & traitor, full of chaotic energy 

JAMES OWEN ED.    ‘The Times’ Great War Letters   (384pp) £20 
Drawn from the letters page of ‘The Thunderer’, myriad matters of concern to the Nation 

GILES MILTON   D-Day: the Soldiers’ Story   (512pp) £25 
The human stories behind the myth: Allied, German & civilian tales of terror & bravery  

JENNI MURRAY    History of the World in 21 Women  (304pp) £16.99 
Painters, politicians, scientists, rulers across the centuries: lives, struggles & achievements 

RUTH DAVIDSON    Yes She Can   (288pp) £20 
Leader of the Scottish Conservatives interviews inspirational women from divers fields  

CHRISTOPHER LEE    Carrington: An Honourable Man   (576pp) £25 
Peter Carrington: fiercely independent politician, diplomat, enemy of cant  

MIKE BREARLEY    On Cricket  (432pp) £20 
One of England’s finest captains on the game’s idiosyncratic culture & enduring appeal  

MOEEN ALI    Moeen   (336pp) £20 
The England cricket star on the game, his Birmingham upbringing & Muslim faith  

MICHAEL PARKINSON    George Best: A Memoir   (224pp) Nov £20 
Both memoir of a friendship & a biographical reassessment of the man & the icon  
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HISTORY & POLITICS  

 
MAX HASTINGS    Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy 1945-1975   (752pp) £30 
Blending military & political history, a narrative of a war that no side deserved to win  

MICHAEL PALIN   Erebus   (352pp) £20 
From Antarctica to the Arctic, the glorious & disastrous history of a ship & its adventurers  

ALLAN MALLINSON    Fight to the Finish   (420pp) £25 
Based on his ‘Times’ articles, the enormity & horror of WWI, month by month  

PETER ACKROYD    Dominion   (416pp) £25 
Penultimate volume in the author’s History of England: the Victorian Age  

DAVID GILMOUR    The British in India   (640pp) £30 
Viceroys & rascals, merchants & missionaries: four centuries of a complex relationship  

MARK SIMMONS    Ian Fleming and Operation Golden Eye   (256pp) £19.99 
Sabotage & disruption scheme to keep Spain out of the war, masterminded by Fleming  

ADRIAN TINNISWOOD    Behind the Throne  (384pp) £25 
A domestic history of the British monarchy: the courtiers, cleaners, clowns & clerks 

JAMES BARR    Lords of the Desert   (416pp) £20 
From 1942 to 1967, Britain & America vied for supremacy in the Middle East 

LEVISON WOOD    Arabia   (368pp) £25 
Circumnavigating the Arabian Peninsula in the footsteps of Lawrence & Thesiger 

SIMON JENKINS    A Short History of Europe   (400pp) £25 
How one small continent left its indelible mark upon the world: a chronological narrative 

ISABEL HARDMAN    Why We get the Wrong Politicians   (336pp) £18.99 
The ‘Spectator’ assistant editor on what a MP really does & why they are often derided  

MICHAEL LEWIS    The Fifth Risk   (224pp) £20 
What do American public servants think of their present government? Fit for purpose? 

MARK URBAN    The Skripal Files   (384pp) £20 
Based on interviews before the Salisbury attack. How deadly is the new East West spy war?   

BOB WOODWARD    Fear   (448pp) £20 
The seasoned Washington Post journalist on Trump’s White House. If only it was fiction 
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ART & ARCHITECTURE  

 
ANDREW WILSON  Wild about Clapham: More than just a Common  (184pp) £21.99 
From the Old Town to its Common: the area’s richness celebrated in photograph & text 

DAVID MLINARIC    Great English Interiors   (224pp) £39.99 
Manors, castles, public buildings: five centuries of culture. Photographed by Derry Moore 

DAVID CANNADINE    Tudors to Windsors   (240pp) £29.95 
Pictures from the National Portrait Gallery: the dynasties, trends, artists & patrons   

JOHN MARTIN ROBINSON    The Travellers Club   (367pp) £35 
Bicentennial history of an institution: a refuge for adventurers, politicians & mavericks 

CAROLINE DE GUITAUT   Russia: Art, Royalty and the Romanovs (496pp)  £49.95 
The relationship between Russia & Britain through the lens of art (Queen’s Gallery)  

IAN HISLOP    I object   (224pp) £25 
A visual history of dissent in 180 objects from 6th C BC Babylon to the USA today (BM) 

JAMIE CAMPLIN    Books do Furnish a Painting   (256pp) £24.95 
From the 15th to 20th century: the relationship between books, pictorial art & the artist  

ALISON SMITH  Edward Burne-Jones  (224pp) £40/£25 
From outsider to revered artist of the fin de siècle (Tate Britain) 

CHRIS STEPHENS    St Ives: The Art and the Artists   (320pp) £26 
Hepworth, Nicholson, Heron, Frost & the coastal haven that inspired their work 

THOMAS MOULE     Victorian Maps of England   (144pp) £30 
The masterpieces of one of England’s foremost cartographers: showing a country in flux 

GERRI CHANEL    Saving Mona Lisa   (400pp) £20 
Moral courage of the Louvre staff & directors to protect their treasures during WWII 

IAIN SINCLAIR    Living with Buildings   (224pp) £14.99 
How buildings shape our lives & effect our health – both positively and negatively  

TOM NANCOLLAS    Seashaken Houses   (240pp) £16.99 
From Eddystone to Fasnett, eight of the rock lighthouses that circle Britain’s shores 

SARAH WEARNE    To Our Brothers   (216pp) £29.95 
In Memoriam: monuments to WWI’s ‘Lost Generation’ to be found in Britain’s schools  
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FOOD, GARDENING & NATURAL HISTORY  

 
YOTAM OTTOLENGHI    Simple   (320pp) £25 
Minimal hassle for maximum joy: 130 recipes to savour at home  

ROWLEY LEIGH    A Long and Messy Business   (416pp) £25 
Culled from his ‘Financial Times’ column: 120 straightforward, elegant recipes   

ANNA DEL CONTE    Vegetables All’Italiana   (208pp) £20 
Doyenne of Italian cookery goes vegetarian: a range of classic recipes as well as the new 

LOUISE WALKER    The Traditional Aga Cookbook   (400pp) £30 
From slow cooking to baking, soups & sauces: the essential cookbook  

LAURA MASON   National Trust Book of Crumbles   (128pp) £9.99 
Over fifty recipes to comfort & console through those winter months  

TOM PARKER BOWLES    Christmas & Other Winter Feasts   (304pp) £30 
The traditional spirit of Fortnum & Mason: celebrate from Guy Fawkes to Burns’ Night 

GEORGE PLUMPTRE   The English Country House Garden   (208pp) £18.99 
Refreshed & revised to include gardens created by Dan Pearson & Tom Stuart-Smith 

PETER PARKER    A Little Book of Latin for Gardeners   (336pp)  £12.99 
The whys & wherefores of Botanical Latin & the naming of plants 

PETER WOHLLEBEN    The Secret Network of Nature   (288pp) £14.99 
From the author of ‘Hidden Life of Trees’, the invisible connections that balance nature  

JOHN LEWIS-STEMPEL    The Glorious Life of the Oak   (96pp) £8.99 
The British tree: from cradle to coffin but also the flora & fauna which depend on it  

BOB GILBERT   Ghost Trees   (358pp) £14.99 
Poplar, East London: how trees, animals & plants survive & thrive in the urban jungle 

JAMIE BLACKETT    Red Rag to a Bull   (256pp) £20 
A humorous, often moving memoir about taking over a small family estate in Scotland 

STEPHEN MOSS    Dynasties   (288pp)  £25 
The shifting hierarchies of animal families. Introduction by David Attenborough (Illust.)  

CHARLES RANGELEY-WILSON    Silver Shoals   (352pp) £18.99 
Cod, carp, salmon, eel, herring & the British fishermen who caught & care for them 
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FICTION & THRILLERS  

 
WILLIAM BOYD    Love is Blind   (384pp) £18.99 
The story of one man’s life & choices as the nineteenth century charges into the twentieth  

SEBASTIAN FAULKS    Paris Echo   (320pp) £20 
A man & a woman, from different walks of life, struggle to reconcile past with present  

KATE ATKINSON    Transcription   (352pp) £20 
A reluctant recruit to MI5 in the 1940’s finds her past catching up with her  

FREDERICK FORSYTH    The Fox   (352pp) £20 
The most dangerous weapon in the world isn’t a missile or a sub, it’s a 17-year-old boy.... 

STEPHEN FRY    Heroes   (496pp) £20 
Companion volume to ‘Mythos’: the lives & legends of the Ancient Greek Heroes retold  

C J SANSOM    Tombland   (784pp) £20 
Edward VI is on the throne, rebellion is brewing. Where do Shardlake’s loyalties lie? 

BEN SCHOTT    Jeeves and the King of Clubs   (320pp) £16.99 
With the blessing of Plum’s Estate, Jeeves & Bertie embark on a mission most secret  

ANJA DE JAGER    A Death in Rembrandt Square   (320pp) £20.99 
Has detective Lotte Meerman bungled a case? Or is the murder part of a larger deception?  

IAN RANKIN    In a House of Lies   (384pp) £20 
Everyone has secrets, no one is innocent. Only Rebus knows where the trail will end 

SUSAN HILL    The Comforts of Home   (320pp) £18.99 
A series of new cases for Simon Serailler prevents him from suffering from self pity 

JESSICA FELLOWES    Bright Young Dead   (400pp) £12.99 
Second mystery featuring the Mitford sisters & their maid, Louisa Cannon  

HARUKI MURAKAMI    Killing Commendatore   (704pp) £20 
A portrait painter unearths a strange picture in an attic with unforseen results    

SARAH PERRY    Melmoth   (320pp) £16.99 
From the author of ‘Essex Serpent’, a gothic tale of guilt, death & the hope of redemption  

JONATHAN COE   Middle England  (432pp) Nov £16.99 
Reflecting the temper of our times, a comic critique of the state of the (Brexit) nation 
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PRESENT POSSIBILITIES  

 
DARCEY BUSSELL    Evolved   (192pp) £30/£50 
In rehearsal, at fashion shoots, atop the Albert Memorial. Signed limited edition available  

DON MCCULLIN    The Landscape   (184pp) £50 
Veteran war photographer on the brooding Somerset Levels & places further afield 

NICOLA JANE SWINNEY    The Sporting Horse   (224pp) £24.99 
From dressage to polo, steeplechasing to carriage driving: celebrating our equine athletes  

DARROCH PUTNAM   Flower Colour Guide   (484pp) £24.95 
A survey of 400 plants & their colours: an indispensable bible for every flower arranger 

GILES KIME    Nina Campbell: Interior Decoration   (240pp) £40 
From pared-back grandeur to modern elegance. But above all, the importance of comfort  

HILARY ALEXANDER   Leopard: Fashion’s Most Powerful Print  (192pp)  £16.99 
From the catwalk to covers, Saint Laurent to Celine: iconic & arresting images of the print 

ANNA MURPHY    How Not to Wear Black   (256pp) £16.99 
‘Times’ fashion editor on how to find your individual style, shop better & spend less  

GEORGE COURTAULD    Three Men on a Diet   (224pp) £12.99 
Who wants to lose 3st? An anti-diet book for those who appreciate the finer things in life  

DAVID HEPWORTH    Nothing is Real   (240pp) £14.99 
Veteran of the ‘Old Grey Whistle Test’ on the human side of pop & what it means to us 

NEIL OLIVER    The Story of the British Isles in 100 Places   (448pp) £25 
From Happisburgh to Dungeness: a tour through Britain’s history with a partisan guide 

SIMON SEBAG MONTEFIORE    Written in History   (272pp) £14.99 
From Rameses to Pankhurst: letters of the past enrich our present & illuminate the future 

SHAUN USHER ED.    Speeches of Note   (384pp) £25 
Spanning the ages: the famous, infamous & the (unspoken) draft speeches from history  

NAIM ATTALLAH    No Longer with Us  (823pp) Nov £30 
Anthology of interviews. Includes those with John Updike, Julian Critchley, Doris Lessing 

DAN SNOW    On this Day in History   (464pp) Nov £14.99 
Daily snippets of history: from Napoleon’s rabbits to the meeting of Lennon & McCartney  
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SEASONAL TRIFLES 

 
GYLES BRANDRETH    Have you Eaten Grandma?   (320pp) £9.99 
The mis-use of grammar in the English language: a humourous lament & practical guide  

TIM BENSON    Britain’s Best Political Cartoons 2018   (208pp) £12.99 
From Brexit to World Cup: twelve tumultuous months captured by the best satirists’ pens 

CHRISTOPHER REID    Old Toffer’s Book of Consequential Dogs   (128pp) £16.99 
A companion piece to Eliot’s ‘Old Possum’, a canine collection of varied verse 

LUCIEN YOUNG    The Secret Diary of Jeremy Corbyn: A Parody   (192pp) £9.99 
Inside the mind of that proud yet socially awkward Islington resident 

FERGUS BUTLER- GALLIE    A Field Guide to English Clergy   (192pp) £12.99 
A gallimufrey of clerical eccentrics, the Church of England’s most colourful personalities  

GEORGINA RODGERS    A Year of Reading Aloud   (224pp) £14.99 
A poem to learn & enjoy for each week of the year: from the traditional to new voices 

GARETH MOORE   Ordnance Survey Puzzle Book   (240pp) £14.99 pbk 
Navigational tests, word games & other conundrums: perfect post-Christmas pick-me-up  

MELVYN BRAGG    In Our Time   (352pp) £25 
Celebrating twenty years of the Radio 4 programme, fifty of its captivating discussions  

ALISON WEIR    A Tudor Christmas   (160pp) £9.99 
Move over Victoria: how many of our traditions date back to an earlier time of revelry  

GILES WHITTELL    Snow: An Optimist’s Guide   (304pp) £16.99 
A bible for snow enthusiasts: whether you like skiing, snowmen or just the drama of it all 

ROBERT MCCRUM.    The 100 Best Nonfiction Books   (256pp) £14.99 
From the King James Bible to Kolbert’s ‘Sixth Extinction’: culled from his ‘Observer’ serial 

JAN MORRIS    In My Mind’s Eye   (366pp) £16.99 
A collection of diary pieces from the journalist, historian & travel writer - in her 90th year 

PENNY JUNOR    All the Queen’s Corgis   (224pp) £14.99 
The Queen’s beloved corgis, dorgis & gundogs: their personalities, quirks & eccentricities  

JOHN JULIUS NORWICH    A Christmas Cracker 2018  (24pp) £7.50 
Being a final commonplace selection from our late lamented polymath & friend 
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CHILDREN’S CHRISTMAS LIST 2018 
As the nights draw in and excitement builds towards Christmas, what could be pleasanter 
than to curl up with a good book – or two or three? Here you will find a cornucopia of good 
books for all ages. And whether you prefer fact to fiction or adventure to romance, there is 
plenty to choose from. But, as ever, we are here to offer other suggestions so do get in touch 
and we will be happy to help  

0 – 4 YEARS OLD 

 
LISA JONES    A Tiny Little Story: Christmas   (10pp) £10.99 Cloth Book 
With simple words & crinkly, tactile pages, join Baby Boo as he learns about snow, Father 
Christmas & decorating the family’s tree  

AXEL SCHEFFLER   Pip and Posy: The Christmas Tree  (32pp)  £8.99 Board Book 
Pip and Posy are decorating the Christmas tree with sweets. But why do they vanish, one 
by one, every time Posy leaves the room? 

DAVID WALSER   Meg’s Christmas   (32pp)   £6.99 pbk 
A flood threatens to wreck Meg & Mog’s Christmas plans. Then Meg’s spell makes things 
even worse.... With colourful illustrations from the redoubtable Jan Pie(kowski 

JULIA DONALDSON    Animalphabet   (68pp) £14.99 
A splendid animal alphabet guessing game, with fold out flaps & peep through pages. 
Illustrated by Sharon King-Chai 
MARIE VOIGT    Red and the City   (32pp)   £11.99 
A  contemporary retelling of Little Red Riding Hood who is now in the bewildering big city. 
Spot the big bad wolf hiding in the pictures 

EMILY RAND   The Lost Property Office    (32pp) £11.99 
A little girl & her mother are on the train, going to visit Grandpa. Disaster! Teddy gets left 
on the train. So begins a magical journey to rescue her favorite stuffed friend  

JEN CAMPBELL    Franklin and Luna Go to the Moon   (32pp) £11.95 
Luna & her best friend Franklin, the dragon, set out on an adventure to find out where 
dragons come from. All the way to the moon!  

MICHAEL MORPURGO   Grandpa Christmas  (32pp) £9.99 
A powerful message about protecting the environment conveyed through the story of a 
grandfather's wish for his granddaughter to live in a better world 
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EMMA CHICHESTER CLARK    The Rescue of Bunny Wunny    (32pp) £12.99 
A wickedly funny modern cautionary tale from the creator of ‘Blue Kangaroo’. Imelda gets 
everything she wants including a real rabbit, but does it make her happy? 

JUDITH KERR Mummy Time (32pp) £12.99 
Applying an unexpected twist to the familiar visit to the park, a small child gets into all 
sorts of mischief whilst its mother is busy on her telephone. A cautionary tale  

5-8 YEARS OLD  

 
NATALIA & LAURA O’HARA   The Bandit Queen   (32pp) £10.99 
Once upon a time there was a bad bandit - worshipped by a gang of troublemakers. But this 
bandit also happened to be a baby with other needs… 

DASHKA SLATER  The Antlered Ship  (48pp) £12.99 
An inquisitive fox sets off on a nautical adventure with a crew of deer & pigeons to discover 
the answers to his many questions about the world 

SHIRLEY HUGHES    Snow in the Garden   (64pp) £12.99 
A winter anthology of poems, stories, recipes & craft activities, ideal for the Christmas 
holidays 

MICHAEL ROSEN    Hampstead the Hamster   (80pp) £5.99 pbk 
Leo gets a hamster for Christmas & names him Hampstead. But why is it down in the 
dumps? And what can Leo do to cheer Hampstead up?  

JEREMY STRONG    Armadillo and Hare   (160pp) £10.99 
A charming, whimsical series of tales from the Big Forest. Armadillo loves eating cheese 
sandwiches & Hare loves playing the tuba  

LAURA OWEN    Winnie and Wilbur: The Santa Surprise   (128pp) £8.99 
Winnie & Wilbur have just opened the latest door on their advent calendar when they 
wonder “who gives Santa a present?” This thought leads to a Christmas quest 

LADYBIRD   Tales of Adventurous Girls   (96pp) £12.99 
Six tales of spirited girls from all round the globe, overcoming adversity. Following in the 
footsteps of ‘Goodnight Stories for Rebel Girls’ 

MICHAEL MORPURGO The Snowman  (160p)    £12.99 
Raymond Briggs’ story re-imagined for a new generation. Illustrated by Robin Shaw, who 
worked on the original film animation 
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ALEX T SMITH How Winston Delivered Christmas     (176pp) £14.99 
Written in twenty-four-&-a-half chapters, with activities to do each day as Christmas 
approaches. Join Winston the mouse on his adventures  

LAUREN CHILD   Hubert Horatio   (208pp)  12.99 
Hubert is a child genius & very responsible. Just as well - as his parents are not & he 
spends rather a lot of time steering them out of trouble. With black & white illustrations 

MICHAEL MORPURGO ED.   Magical Myths & Legends (256pp)    £14.99 
From brave heroes & battling beasts to mighty gods & magic spells, a collection of stories 
by different authors with colour illustrations throughout 

BEN MILLER   The Night I Met Father Christmas   (304pp) £12.99 
How & why did Father Christmas become Father Christmas? One Christmas Eve, Jackson 
meets the man himself & discovers the true story, elves & all  
TIMOTHÉE DE FOMBELLE    Captain Rosalie  (64pp) £8.99 
Five-year-old Rosalie is on a mission: to read. Whilst her mother works in a munitions 
factory, she battles with her letters & discovers the truth about war in her father’s letters 

9-11 YEARS OLD  

 
JEFF KINNEY    Diary of a Wimpy Kid: The Meltdown   (224pp) £12.99 
Snow closes Greg's school & the rival factions come together for an epic snowball fight. 
Ideal for reluctant readers  

HARRY HILL    Matt Millz Stands Up!  (464pp) £10.99 
Matt can't stand going back to his normal life after winning the T Factor. So he signs up 
with the stylish Excalibur Agency. A life of celebrity awaits - or does it?  

AMY WILSON    Snowglobe   (288pp)  £6.99 pbk 
Clementine discovers a magical house filled with snowglobes, each containing a trapped 
magician. But releasing them will put her family in mortal danger  

ANNA JAMES    Pages & Co  (400pp) £12.99 
Tilly discovers she can ‘bookwander’ into any story she chooses. But danger may be lurking 
on the next page. Nothing like getting lost in a good book… 

ROSS MONTGOMERY    Christmas Dinners of Souls   (240pp)  £6.99 pbk 
A spooky, shocking & bloodthirsty tale of ‘festive’ cheer centres around the annual meeting 
of a club for those who despise children & Christmas itself 
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LIZ FLANAGAN    Dragon Daughter  (368pp) £10.99 
Once dragons & their riders ruled the skies. Now all that is left are four eggs which servant 
girl Milla must protect against the odds. Will she triumph? 

CRESSIDA COWELL   The Wizards of Once: Twice Magic    (284pp) £12.99 
Witches are causing havoc in the Wildwoods & danger lurks behind every tree trunk. Boy 
Wizard & girl Warrior must work together to lift the curse but a huge wall divides them....  

PAUL TORDAY    The Lost Magician   (304pp) £12.99 
Fantasy adventure set in 1945. They survived the Blitz, but when Simon, Patricia, Evelyn 
& Larry step through a mysterious library door, their most perilous escapade begins 

DAVID ALMOND    War Is Over  (128pp)  £10.99 
WWI is being fought: John’s father is in the trenches, his mother in a munitions factory. 
But what happens when John meets a German boy, Jan? 
JACQUELINE WILSON    My Mum Tracy Beaker   (416pp) £12.99 
Tracy Beaker is back. With daughter Jess, she plans to make all her old dreams come true. 
But a figure from Tracy’s past turns their lives upside down  

HILARY MCKAY    The Skylarks’ War   (320pp) £12.99 
Pre-First World War England: Clarry juggles caring for her family & friends with educating 
herself for an uncertain future. Nuance makes this a very satisfying read for adults too  

12+ YEARS   

 
MICHELLE R MCCANN   Boys Who Make A Difference  (256pp) £6.99 pbk 
From around the globe & across history, an inspiring group of young men who have used 
their talents to take the road less travelled: from Mozart to Mandela, Sassoon to Dylan  

JESSIE BURTON    The Restless Girls (160pp) £14.99/£29.99 slipcased edn 
Inspired by the fairytale, ‘The Twelve Dancing Princesses’, a feminist exploration of family, 
sisterhood, courage & the potential of imagination  

SUSIN NIELSEN    No Fixed Address (480pp) £12.99 
Felix has a secret. He lives with his mum & pet gerbil in a van - not in a glamorous home he 
can be proud of. But he has plans to change all that. A tale of grit & friendship 

CHRISTELLE DABOS    A Winter’s Promise  (491pp) £14.99 
Ophelia has the ability to read the past history of objects. As she journeys to an ice-locked 
Ark known as The Pole, she becomes a pawn in a political game 



	 	

PATRICK NESS   And the Ocean was Our Sky  (160pp) £12.99 
The whales of Bathsheba's pod live for the hunt, fighting an ongoing war against the world 
of men. The story of Moby Dick, turned on its head 

KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGRAVE   The Way Past Winter   (322pp) £10.99 
Mila & her sisters follow a trail into the frozen north, determined to find a way past winter 
& bring their missing  brother home 

ROBERT MUCHAMORE    Killer T   (480pp) £12.99 
A synthetic virus, ‘Killer T’, which has a 90% mortality rate, is held over humanity's heads 
by terrorists who want money in exchange for the vaccine. An exciting dystopian thriller  

PHILIP REEVE    Station Zero   (288pp) £12.99/£7.99 pbk 
The conclusion to the ‘Railhead Trilogy’. With enforced separation, Zen & Nova must  
negotiate shifting allegiances & enmities to discover what really matters to them both  

LESLYE WALTON    The Price Guide to the Occult   (288pp) £7.99 pbk 
Nor Blackburn is determined to break the spell of a cursed line of witches & live as a 
normal teenager. Even if it means facing the dangerous power of her mother..... 

NON-FICTION & GIFT   

 
FIONA WATT    That’s Not My Unicorn  (10pp) £16.00 
A gift set combining a board book & a unicorn soft toy. There are five unicorns to meet & 
admire for their soft ears, furry tails & sparkly horns (2+) 

FLOSS & ROCK    Bunny Rabbit Chef Kitchen Set   (9pcs) £19.99 
Miniature tin kitchen set in a useful carrying case for those eager to cook with (and for) 
teddy. Contains pots, pans & cooking utensils (3+)  

JESSICA C TICKLE    The Story Orchestra: The Sleeping Beauty   (24pp) £14.99 
Bring Tchaikovsky’s ballet to life by pressing the musical notes on each page. Read the 
story & then discover more about the music excerpts at the back of the book (4+) 

ROMAN GARCIA MORA    Discover the World of Dinosaurs  (20pp) £12.99 
Interactive lift-the-flap book which helps children learn all about the creatures’ past & the 
world around them. With colourful illustrations throughout (4+)  

NATIONAL TRUST    I am the Seed that Grew the Tree  (335pp) £25.00 
A Nature Poem For Every Day Of The Year (including leap years). From familiar favourites 
to modern discoveries, an anthology for every day or to dip into for inspiration (5+) 
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JAN PIE!KOWSKI    The First Noel: A Christmas Pop-up   (5pp)  £7.99 
Five delicate paper-cut silhouette scenes, decorated with red, white & gold, re-tell the story 
of the Nativity. From the Angel Gabriel’s visit to the journey of the Three Wise Men (5+) 

JENNI DESMOND   The Elephant     (48pp) £13.99 
A young boy learns about one of the planet's most majestic & endangered animals. The 
illustrations are scientifically accurate yet rendered in collage, paint & colour pencil (6+) 

JENNY JACOBY    Build your own Dinosaur Museum   (24pp) £14.99 
As the museum’s palaeontologist, it is your job to assemble the fossils to make five 
dinosaurs as well as picking the correct room in the museum for each exhibit (6+) 

AINA BESTARD    Amazing Animal Babies   (72pp) £12.95 
Delicate illustrations over transparencies show the miracle of birth amongst turtles, 
seahorses & many other members of the animal kingdom (6+) 

BEN HOARE    An Anthology of Intriguing Animals   (224pp) £20 
Stories & myths of all creatures great & small. Drawings & photographs show over one 
hundred animals in great detail: from spiders to sharks, lions to butterflies (7+) 

SELWYN E PHIPPS    Magical Unicorn Official Handbook   (128pp) £9.99 
Find out about their unique powers, where they live around the world, what unicorns eat 
& how to have the best chance of spotting one (7+) 

MATT SEWELL    Forgotten Beasts  (96pp) £12.99 
Find out about the amazing beasts that time forgot. From woolly mammoths to 18-metre-
long sharks and sloths the size of elephants. (7+) 

KARI HAUGE    Famous Family Trees   (64pp) £12.99 
A compendium of family trees featuring some of history's most loved - & loathed - 
famous faces from throughout history. From Julius Caesar to JFK (7+) 

CLOTILDE PERIN    Inside the Villains (12pp) £16.99 
Lift the flaps to look behind the ears, under the clothes and even into the bellies of these 
frightful but lovable characters from well-known fairytales (7+)  

TOVE JANSSON   Moomin Craft Book  (160pp) £25.00 
A treasure trove of over twenty five projects, inspired by Tove Jansson's artwork & the 
world of Moominland: from Moomin mittens to a crocheted Moomintroll (7+++) 

DAVID LONG    Heroes   (192pp) £18.99 
Dogs, cats & horses, even a bear, showed great courage & devotion, saving lives during the 
wars. This book tells their extraordinary stories & proves not all heroes are human (8+)  

J K ROWLING   The Tales of Beedle the Bard  (160pp) £25.00 
A full-colour edition of Rowling's wizarding world fairytale, with illustrations by Chris 
Riddell (8+) 

DARA O’BRIAIN    Secret Science   (304pp) £12.99 
The comedian takes you on a journey to reveal the incredible science behind everyday life 
from video games & aeroplanes & on, on into the future (8+) 
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MIKE BARFIELD   Element in the Room   (64pp) £14.99 
Just about everything in the universe is made from only 92 elements & from aluminum to 
zinc, many of them are hiding in your own home (8+)  

VITA MURROW    Power to the Princess   (96pp)  £12.99 
A collection of funny, feisty retellings of princess-focused fairytales, crediting Cinderella, 
Sleeping Beauty et al with more action & ambition than is traditional (8+)  

BEN BROOKS    Stories for Kids who Dare to be Different   (208pp) £20.00 
True, inspirational tales of boys & girls who stood up & stood out. From Andy Warhol to 
Dr Seuss, Ellen MacArthur to Whoopi Goldberg (8+) 

DAVID HOCKNEY    A History of Pictures for Children   (128pp) £14.95 
David Hockney & Martin Gayford in conversation take children on a journey through art 
history, from early cave paintings to computer & phone images (9+)  
BRYAN MICHAEL STOLLER       Imagining Hogwarts   (64pp) £12.99 
A fun, practical guide to making your very own movie set at Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft & Wizardry (9+) 

LARA BRYAN    Business for Beginners   (128pp) £9.99 
Whether you want to be an entrepreneur or a smarter consumer, begin by learning how to 
start your own business, manage money & beat the competition (9+) 

CHRIS WORMELL    Planetarium   (112pp) £20.00 
Discover all aspects of space: from the sun & our solar system to the lives of the stars, 
Milky Way & the Universe beyond. Text by Professor Raman Prinja (9+) 

PETER FRANKOPAN   The Silk Roads (128pp) £16.99 
Following the success of the adult version, explore world history through the connections 
made by people via trade, war & adventure in this illustrated edition for all ages (12+) 

CLASSICS REVIVIFIED   

 
BRIAN WILDSMITH    A Christmas Story   (32pp) £7.99 
A little girl & a donkey make their way to Bethlehem, at the same time as a certain Mary & 
Joseph. Celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of its first publication 

P L TRAVERS   Mary Poppins   (192pp) £20.00 
The East Wind blows Mary Poppins into Cherry Tree Lane & the adventures begin. An 
abridged edition of the 1964 classic with collage illustrations by Lauren Child   
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ROALD DAHL    Matilda 30th Anniversary Editions   (240pp) £12.99 
The original story with ingenious new covers. Quentin Blake has imagined Matilda as she 
might be now, grown up: as an astrophysicist, explorer or CEO of the British Library  

KATHERINE RUNDELL   Into the Jungle   (240pp) £16.99 
The early years of Rudyard Kipling's ‘Jungle Book’ characters are imagined in this prequel to 
the classic with colour illustrations by Kristjana S Williams  

ANTOINE DE SAINT-EXUPERY    The Little Prince   (96pp) £9.99 
The Little Prince journeys to our planet from his home amongst the stars & encounters all 
sorts of benighted grown-ups before his return. New translation by Sir Michael Morpurgo 

KEVIN CROSSLEY-HOLLAND    Between Worlds  (352pp) £15 
Fifty folk tales collected from across Britain & Ireland, retold for a new generation. Dark, 
earthy & eerie, they reach back hundreds of years. Illustrated by Frances Castle 
LINDA NEWBERY   The Key to Flambards  (310pp) £12.99 
K.M. Peyton's classic is brought up to date, as fourteen-year-old Grace - recovering from an 
accident - moves with her mother to Flambards house & discovers its links with her past 

RICHARD ADAMS   Watership Down   (528pp)  £14.99 
Published to co-incide with the BBC’s 4-part adaptation to be aired over Christmas,  
hardback edition of the classic story of the intrepid rabbits led by Hazel and Fiver  

TERRY PRATCHETT   Truckers   (336pp) £12.99 
Some 29 (and-a-bit) years after it was first published, a fresh, illustrated look at the world of  
the nomes: tiny people who live under the floorboards of a Department Store – where else? 

NATALIE BABBITT    Tuck Everlasting   (224pp) £9.99 
The American classic about a girl who meets a family who are blessed with – or doomed to - 
eternal life having drunk from a secret spring. But what does that immortality really mean?  

 

We are a short and pleasant walk from Barnes Bridge or Barnes railway stations 

To order any of the books in the 
catalogue or for other suggestions 
contact us at: 

Barnes Bookshop 
60 Church Road 
London 
SW13 0DQ 
 
Tel: 020 8741 0786 
Email: books@barnesbookshop.com 
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